The article is devoted to the transactions management in the heterogeneous distributed information environments is considered and the construction tool of the transaction coordinator on the basis of the scripting LUA language in the conditions of Web service is offered.
Introduction
The priorities of company's activity change day by day: companies are being reorganized, break new ground and expand applications capacity, for example, developing a new web services. Under these changes, an organization faces the problem of effective and cost-beneficial resources provision to build them in line with priorities. It requires arriving at a solution, which allows the access to the informational structure at the time and location where there is a need for it, by implementing and optimizing access to information, regardless of its physical structure. Thus, there is a need for information integration across the distributed environment, either within a single server or in a heterogeneous IT environment, for a number of independent systems or a combination of several solutions. As there is no need to duplicate any information into a service web-DBMS, this integration provides the most rapid way to information integration. This integration also configures a supporting zone of such information that exists in legacy webapplications, or in applications that require a local owner and simply cannot be consolidated. When using such an approach of integration of heterogeneous distributed DBMS two concepts arise: local transactions and global transactions (3) . Previously, the definition of the transaction for a RDBMS was extended to an entire IS, which is a small part of such system. Not only information content in long-term storages became transactional -final objects, of which all information system consists, became the same.
1-Providing access to information structure
Owing to such system development, a task of personal operation emerged at level of provided distributed object transactions and transactions at level of heterogeneous databases (2) . 
3-Information system setup phases
When determining the library of LTM transaction coordinator built in conditions of LUA machine, using modernized scripting LQL language, there are several actions to set the system work. The sequence of these actions is given below (7) . 
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